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Abstract—Cognitive radio presents a new approach to wireless
spectrum utilization and management. In this work, the potential
performance improvement gained by applying cognitive radio to
multiple-provider wireless systems is investigated. It is shown
that virtual wireless networks can be created, utilizing only the
residual wasted bandwidth of the primary service providers. These
virtual networks are able to support large volumes of users, while
still ensuring that QoS reliability requirements, such as blocking
and dropping guarantees, are achieved. A Markov chain-based
analysis of classic and cognitive systems is complemented by
simulations in order to present a quantified perspective of the
potential benefits of cognitive radio techniques.

Index Terms— Cognitive Networks, wireless networks, virtual networks, performance analysis, service reliability
I. I NTRODUCTION
Despite the perceived scarcity of wireless spectrum, a scenario has emerged where, due to the fixed allocation of frequency bands, overall spectrum utilization is relatively low [1].
Although certain frequencies experience severe congestion, in
many locations large holes of unused spectrum exist. Therefore,
regulators have realized that there is a need for an improved,
more dynamic and efficient, mechanism for management of
wireless resources [2]. This has led to a tremendous interest
in Cognitive Radio (CR), whose frequency agility gives it
the ability to flexibly change channels and technologies. This
allows a device to adaptively utilize whatever wireless resources
are available at its time and place, taking advantage of spectrum
holes that would otherwise be wasted.
In this work, we consider the potential improvements that
could be gained by utilizing cognitive radios in the presence
of conventional call-based primary users. However, rather than
only considering opportunistic best-effort traffic, we explore
the ability of cognitive radio to provide sufficient capacity to
support additional QoS traffic. Using classical service reliability
metrics (call dropping, call blocking, and resource utilization),
analytical and simulation models have been developed in order
to evaluate the system performance.
Using these models, we consider the creation of virtual
wireless networks (VWN). It is shown that using CR techniques, wireless network operators can loan or lease their
resources to virtual operators, creating additional networks to
serve additional clients. Moreover, it is also shown that these
improvements can be achieved without impacting the original
primary clients, and that these new networks can still make and
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fulfil reasonable QoS guarantees. Therefore, virtual operators
can create a feasible QoS network by leasing residual, unused
bandwidth from real service providers.
II. C OGNITIVE R ADIO AND DYNAMIC S PECTRUM
A LLOCATION
Cognitive Radio represents a long-term goal for making
wireless communication more intelligent and efficient. The term
was initially applied to extending software radios with a selfawareness about its characteristics and requirements, in order
to determine an appropriate radio etiquette to be used [3].
This self-awareness includes an awareness of its environment,
through the monitoring, modelling, and prediction of the radio
spectrum [4]. However, while cognitive radio encapsulates
many different concepts into a single vision, early work has
latched onto one aspect of CR in particular - the idea of
dynamic management of the wireless spectrum [5] [6].
Opening regulated spectrums has raised concerns from primary users and providers. As a resource, spectrum is extremely valuable, and many licensees have invested heavily
in acquiring their spectrum rights [7] [8]. Many are therefore
very hesitant to allow sharing of their frequency bands with
secondary “cognitive radio” users. However, due to the need to
maintain QoS, even heavily loaded networks often have residual
capacity available. CR could offer considerable value to service
providers, by allowing them to increase spectrum utilization and
efficiency, improve their ability to service their own clients, or
lease their residual (unused) bandwidth to other parties.
Previous works addressing the capacity of cognitive radio
systems have focused on the information theory perspective
at the physical level [9] [10]. In this work, a higher level
call model is considered, at a single location. The system is
evaluated in terms of classical QoS reliability metrics, as well
as resource utilization. The approach used has similarities to
those seen in works on spectrum pooling [11]. In [12], an
analysis is performed on a spectrum pooling system, however
it is limited to a single license owner, supporting additional
users (renters). [13] also applies continuous time Markov
chains to dynamic spectrum access, however, it focuses on the
interactions between only a single primary user and additional
unlicensed users on a single network.
This work differs in several ways. First, multiple networks
(license owners) are considered. This allows for the direct
comparison of cognitive with non-cognitive systems, without
any additional traffic, showing the clear benefit of the cognitive
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abilities. Second, this work explores the interactions of cognitive and non-cognitive users within the networks, and shows
the differentiation in the QoS delivered to each type of user.
Finally, the concepts of virtual wireless networks and virtual
service providers are introduced. The term “virtual unlicensed
spectrum” was used in [14]. However, that work describes the
use of cognitive radio to re-use allocated (but unused) spectrum
as if it were unlicensed. This work shows that service providers’
unused bandwidth is still a valuable resource, and that a viable
virtual operator (or in fact many) could be created, despite not
having any dedicated wireless resources of its own.
III. S YSTEM D ESCRIPTION
The system under consideration is a collection of one or more
wireless access networks. In order to quantify the performance
improvement gained by enabling cognitive radio capabilities,
a classical network is first described, then extended to include
the additional requirements and capabilities of cognitive radios.
A. The Classic Network
A network belonging to service provider i possesses wireless
resources in the form of Ki channels. Connection-based traffic
is considered, where service requirements of each flow or
connection ci is continuous and constant. Flows arrive at the
network and request service. Each flow requires the capacity
of one channel for the duration of its service in order to fulfil
its requirements. If the network has available resources, it can
accept the flow. If not, then the flow must be blocked - service
is refused and the flow ends without being serviced. Once
accepted, a flow must have continuous service for the duration
of its service time. The single network is depicted in Fig. 1.
The classical system consists of N classical networks. Each
network has its own set
of channels, with the total capacity of
N
the system being M = i=1 Ki . However, these networks are
completely independent of each other, with clients arriving to
network i only being serviced on network i. As a result, when
a network reaches its capacity, it must start blocking flows, as
it has no available channels. Therefore, flows may be blocked
even if the overall utilization of the total system (the complete
set of N networks) is relatively low.
B. The Cognitive Scenario
This is where applying the Cognitive Radio concept can
greatly benefit the system. In this work, CR traffic is studied
with identical traffic users, being serviced by the existing
providers. These resources could be used in other ways (e.g.

peer-to-peer local communication), however, this approach allows a direct comparison to be made with the classic system.
Classical and cognitive traffic for network i are distinguished
as cCL (i) and cCR (i) respectively. For cognitive traffic, if
resources are not available on its home network, the flow can
switch to another network (operate on network j, j = i) if that
network has an available channel. The traffic of each network in
the system can be described in terms of two counts. Let nCL (i)
and nCR (i) represent the number flows - classic and cognitive
respectively - currently in service in the system belonging to
network i. n(i) is the sum of these counts, i.e., the total number
of flows in the system belonging to network i.
Classic flows are still blocked if the home network is fully
occupied by its own flows. Cognitive flows however are only
blocked if the home network is fully occupied by its own flows
and all other networks are also fully occupied. However, this
creates a new possibility that may occur: the possibility of a
dropped flow. Consider if a flow ci arrives to network i while

N
i=1 (nCL (i) + nCR (i)) = M (all channels on all networks
are in use). If network i is already using all of its own resources
(nCL (i) + nCR (i) ≥ Ki ), the flow must be blocked. However,
if it has previously loaned its resources to be used for other
networks’ foreign traffic, it can now reclaim those resources
for its own use, by forcing a foreign cognitive user cCR (j)
(j = i) off the channel.
As cognitive users may be pushed out of other networks and
forced to return to their home network, an occupancy threshold
T hi for classical users has also been included in the model. If
the total number of network i flows is greater than or equal
to the threshold (n(i) ≥ T hi ) then arriving classic users are
blocked.
C. Virtual Wireless Networks
Using the concept of a cognitive user, virtual wireless
networks (VWNs) are a special case of this wireless network
model. With no physical resources of its own, the VWN is
a network i with Ki = 0. This means that a VWN does
not service traffic on its own, instead relying on other (real)
networks to provide service to its client flows.
Therefore, although a VWN has its own traffic, all of its
flows must obviously be of cognitive type. Any classic flows
would not be serviced, as there are never resources available
for them. Cognitive flows however can be handled in the same
way as they are in the cognitive networks. Any virtual network
traffic forced off of another network must be dropped, as it can
never pre-empt other traffic.
IV. A NALYTIC AND S IMULATION MODELS
A. Analytic Model
In order to analyze the behaviour of the system, the
network
is represented as X(t),
defined by the tuple


(nCL (i), nCR (i)), i = 1, ..., N ) at time t. Flow arrivals are
characterized by a set of Poisson processes with parameters
λCL (i) and λCR (i) controlling the arrival rates for classic and
cognitive flows. Similarly, µCL (i) and µCR (i) represent the exponentially distributed service rates. Therefore, {X(t), t ≥ 0}
is a Markov process
with continuous time and finite state


space S =
nCL (i), nCR (i) , i = 1, ..., N |nCL (i) ≤

N
T hi , i=1 n(i) ≤ M .
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The transition probability matrix Q is derived for the process X when leaving a generic state s ∈ S, with s =



nCL (i), nCR (i) , i = 1, ..., N . Let e denote the next
occurring event and s ∈ S the associated new network state.
e can be either a new flow arrival or a flow departure. The
transitions are found for both classic and cognitive flows.
With all of the transition possibilities considered, the transition
probability matrix Q = [qss ] can be derived. The steady state
probabilities π = [πs ] of the process X is then obtained by
resolving the following system:

πs = 1
(1)
πQ = π and
s∈S

We have used three classical QoS metrics to evaluate the
performance of the system: blocking probability, dropping
probability, and failure probability. Each is calculated based
on the state and transition probabilities as follows:
1) Blocking Probability: PB (i, CL) is the blocking probability for arriving classic flows belonging to network i. A
classic flow f is blocked if it arrives while its home network
is already using more resources than its service threshold (i.e.,
n(i) ≥ T hi ). Therefore, the probability of blocking is:

1
× πs
(2)
PB (i, CL) =
s∈S

n(i)≥T hi

Similarly, PB (i, CR) is the blocking probability for cognitive flows. However, the conditions for blocking are different
for these flows - in order to be blocked, two conditions must
be true when
Nthe flow arrives: i) all network resources must be
occupied ( j=1 n(j) = M ); and, ii) network i already uses
all of its own resources (n(i) ≥ Ki ). Therefore, the blocking
probability is:

1 N
×1
× πs
(3)
PB (i, CR) =
s∈S

j=1

n(j)=M

n(i)≥Ki

2) Dropping Probability: In-service classic connection are
never dropped. Therefore, only PD (i, CR), the dropping probability of network i’s cognitive flows, must be considered.
Several conditions must occur in order for a cognitive flow
to be dropped upon the arrival of a new flow f belonging
to network j. These conditions differ slightly, depending on
whether the incoming flow is a classic (cCL (j)) or cognitive
(cCR (j)) connection. In both cases, these two conditions must
occur:
• All the M channels in the system are occupied
N
( k=1 n(k) = M ). (i)
• Network i is using more system resources than it physically possesses (n(i) > Ki ). (ii)
If f is an arriving classic flow (cCL (j)), the following
condition (iii) must also be true:
• Network j uses less resources than its specified threshold
(n(j) < T hj ). (iii)
Whereas if f is an arriving cognitive flow (cCR (j)), condition (iv) must occur:
• Network j uses less resources than its physical capacity
(n(j) < Kj ). (iv)

After calculating the probability of a flow being interrupted,
the dropping probabilities for network i are:
PD (i, CL) = 0
PD (i, CR)

 

=

1

1≤j≤N s∈S
j=i

×1

N

k=1

(4)

n(k)=M

×1

×1
× πs
λCL (j)>0


Q s, gCL (s, i, j)
×
λCR (i)
 
1 N
×1
+
n(j)<T hj

1≤j≤N s∈S
j=i

×1

n(i)>Ki

k=1

n(k)=M

×1
× πs
λCR (j)>0


Q s, gCR (s, i, j)
×
λCR (i)
1
×
1 − PB (i, CR)

n(i)>Ki

n(j)<Kj

(5)

3) Failure Probability: Cognitive traffic experiences a reduction in blocking, but an increase in dropping compared to
classic traffic (where PD (i, CL) = 0). Therefore, PF is used
to compare the overall performance of cognitive and classic
traffic, where PF is the probability that an arriving flow will
not receive the service it requires. PF is calculated using PB
and PD .
PF (i) = PB (i) + (1 − PB (i)) × PD (i)
For classic traffic, PD (i, CR) = 0, therefore PF (i, CL) is:
PF (i, CL) = PB (i, CL)

(6)

For cognitive traffic:
PF (i, CR) = PB (i, CR) + (1 − PB (i, CR)) × PD (i, CR) (7)
B. Simulation Model
A simulation model has been developed in order to validate
the analytic results. The system of networks was implemented
as a discrete event simulation. Numerous evaluations were
performed in order to confirm that the analytic results obtained
in equations 2, 3, and 5. In all cases, the results matched very
closely.
For the simulations, the result obtained is dependent on
the length of the simulation (the number of arrivals). Due
to the presence of an initial transient effect caused by all
networks starting in the 0-load state, simulations run for a short
period of time have considerable error relative to the analytical
result. However, as the number of arrivals increases, the result
improves, reducing the error to an arbitrarily small value.
For the results presented in the next section, it has been
confirmed that simulations have been run for a sufficient length
of time, and that there is a good fit between the simulation
and analytical results. Therefore, for presentation purposes, all
figures show only the analytical results. Additionally, this section discusses only systems where all networks have the same
number of channels (with the exception of virtual networks),
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however it has been confirmed through numerous evaluations
that the analytical model holds for other non-homogeneous
system parameters.
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A. Classic Network Baseline
The case of a single classic network was used to develop
a baseline to which CR improvements could be compared.
Results from the single network case can easily be extended to
multiple networks as the networks are, by definition, independent of each other.
It is assumed that network service provider must deliver a
certain level of QoS, based on the PF (which for the classical
networks is equal to PB ). It is then important to know the
traffic intensity (ρ = λ/µ) that can be supported by the network
while achieving this QoS. Fig. 2 shows the maximum traffic
intensities supported while limiting blocking to either 1% or
5%. Results for networks with between 1 and 100 channels are
shown.
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V. R ESULTS AND S YSTEM C HARACTERISTICS

B. Two Network Scenario
With the basic classic network case established, networks
with cognitive abilities can now be explored. This exploration
begins with the simplest cases involving only two networks.
We will study the case where both networks utilize cognitive
radios.
If the networks carry the baseline traffic intensity, the resulting performance is very similar to the cognitive network in the
previous 2-network scenario. As even the classic failure rate
was very low (1%), the change to cognitive radio users has
very little effect on the overall utilization.
As in the previous scenario, if traffic is increased subject to
the 1% constraints on PF , then the maximum supportable traffic
can be found for a certain QoS level. In this scenario, traffic
can now be adjusted on both CR networks. As shown in Fig.
3, there is a significant improvement over the classic baseline
performance, although the relative gains are most pronounced
in small networks.
Clearly, the cognitive systems are a major improvement over
the classic networks. The primary drawback is the resulting
dropping of flows. This is a direct consequence of the cognitive
radio requirement that cognitive users cannot interfere with
primary users, so if a primary flow arrives, it has priority over
a cognitive flow. However, despite the drops, the overall PF is
far better when CR is enabled.
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C. Virtual Networks
To take advantage of some of this remaining unutilized
bandwidth, virtual networks are now introduced to the scenario.
The simplest scenario involving a virtual network is the system
consisting of one classic network and a virtual network. If
the classic network traffic is already at the maximum traffic
intensity for a particular QoS level (e.g., traffic intensity for
≤ 1% blocking), then obviously the virtual network cannot
make the same QoS guarantee. One possibility is to simply
support additional traffic, without any QoS guarantees - this is
often the approach suggested in CR.
Consider the scenario where there are n independent classic
networks, each supporting the maximum classic traffic for
PF ≤ 1% blocking. While any additional classic traffic would
increase the PF above the 1% constraint, if an additional
virtual network is added using CR-techniques, it can make use
of unused capacity on any of the existing networks, without
affecting the PF constraint of the classic networks. Fig. 4 shows
the resulting QoS for a VWN supporting the same baseline
intensity as the classic networks.
As can be seen in the figure, the resulting performance
depends on both the number of networks and the number of
channels per network. Recall that the baseline traffic intensity
increases as the number of channels K increases. Therefore,
Fig. 4 shows two important properties. First, as the number of
classic networks increases, PF (V W N ) decreases, as there is
an increased probability that one of the networks has available
resources. Second, increases in network size (number of channels) result in an increase in the PF (V W N ). This is due to
the fact that larger classic networks (greater K) have a higher
baseline utilization level than smaller networks, leaving a lower
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analyzed to find expressions for the classical QoS reliability
metrics - connection blocking and dropping. Simulations were
also prepared and shown to closely agree with the analytical
model. Using these two tools, a number of experiments were
performed, in order to evaluate the characteristics of such a
system.
Through these experiments, the potential performance gains
of applying cognitive radio has been quantified. It has been
verified that cognitive radio can allow for an improvement
in QoS or the support of additional best-effort users without
deteriorating the QoS of existing users.
It has also been shown that through the creation of virtual
wireless networks, additional clients can be supported with
QoS guarantees. This is made possible by the VWN’s ability
to make use of resources from all of the existing networks.
The experiments performed have also quantified the maximum
traffic intensity that can be supported while maintaining a
particular failure probability.

P_D(VWN)

P_F(VWN)

Behaviour of the VWN at Max Traffic Intensity, PF ≤ 1%

probability of having resources available for cognitive use.
Fig. 5 shows the maximum traffic intensity that can be
supported on the virtual network while maintaining a QoS level
(the usual 1% failure rate). Again, all classic networks continue
to maintain the baseline traffic intensity and QoS performance.
In this case, each classic network possesses K = 10 channels.
Considering that the baseline intensity for K = 10 is ρ = 4.48
(from Fig. 2), for the 25-network system, the VWN actually
carries a traffic intensity of ρ = 112. This is the equivalent
traffic of 25 additional classic networks. Although this is not
quite as efficient as the equivalent single network (all channels
and all traffic accessing one network - i.e. N = 1, K = 250), it
is a tremendous improvement over multiple classical networks.
The QoS behaviour of these networks is interesting. If the
PB , PD , and PF are plotted for this virtual network, a shift
can be seen. Fig. 6 shows that if the VWN is carrying the
maximum allowable traffic, the cause of failures shifts from
mostly dropping to an even split of blocking and dropping, as
the number of networks increases. In networks where drops are
considered more problematic (or costly) than blocks, this may
be an important characteristic to consider.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This work has focused on studying the benefits to QoS reliability that can be gained by adding cognitive radio capabilities
to a system of classical, connection-oriented wireless networks.
The resulting cognitive radio system has been modelled, analyzed, simulated, studied.
The system model developed describes a collection of independent service providers and their clients. The system is
modelled by a Markov process, with continuous time and
finite state space. Using this Markov process, the system was
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